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PREFACE

The networking field has changed significantly over the last decade. The most

important advancement has been the rapid enhancements in optical fiber switching and

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology. The optical networks provide

broad bandwidth in a single fiber by making use of the WDM technology. Due to this, the

failure of a single fiber may cause a large amount of data to be lost. Therefore, fast

recovery in optical networks becomes essential to the network's Quality of Service (QoS)

and reliability.

Survivability of optical networks is one of the principal issues in designing a

robust and reliable optical network. In current optical networks, the Self-Healing Ring

(SHR) architecture is mostly used due to its simple protection mechanism.. A link failure

in SHR can be recovered by using the Automatic Protect Switching (APS) protocol. The

APS protocol is a simple switching method and requires relatively stable recovery time

« 50 ms). However, SHR is not efficient with regards to the optimum usage of channel

capacity and cannot deal with multi-link failure within a ring network. Thus, the mesh

architecture has been developed to reduce the amount of back-up capacity and also to

enhance the reliability. This is accomplished by utilizing the fact that mesh networks

have multiple routing paths to select from based on a source to destination node

connection.
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This thesis analyzes several restoration techniques used in optical networking and

compares the performance/requirements in terms of back-up capacity and restoration

time. There are two basic survivability methods in optical networks: path restoration and

line restoration. These methods can perform failure recovery either by dynamic or

preplanned restoration scheme. In addition, this thesis proposes two new sub-optimalline

restoration efficient spare capacity assignment (SeA) algorithms, namely the Equally

Shared Traffic (EST) and Proportionally Shared Traffic (PST) algorithms. We show the

benefits of the proposed algorithms and compare the algorithms with the optimized spare

capacity (OSC) solution, which is based on a linear programming (LP) topology.
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CHAPTER I

1. INTRODUCTION

Internet applications such as video, audio and data transmission require extensive

bandwidth in present. Therefore, optical networking has become an essential

transportation technology due to its reliability and capacity of supporting support high

data rate services. The Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Synchronous Digital

Hierarchy (SDH) is a commonly used standard in optical networks. Meanwhile, the pure

Optical Transport Network (OTN) technology applying wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) is rapidly emerging as a new industrial standard for the future optical networks,

which is capable of increasing the network capacity. The idea behind this technique is to

multiplex several wavelengths with giga-bit data rates into a higher transmission rate up

to tera-bits through a single fiber link [1], [2], [6], [18]. The optical network can be

divided into three layers, namely the control layer, optical transport layer and WDM

layer. The control layer controls and manages the optical signals transmitted in the optical

transport layer through the Digital Cross connect System (DeS) and Optical Cross

Connector (OXC). The functionalities of the controller include monitoring, network

management, and fault management. The control mechanism can be either centralized or

distributed [4]. In the optical transport layer, oxes have a simple switching function and

can effectively establish optical channels from sources to destinations. However, in this

layer potential channel failures may be caused by weak optical transmitter power;

receiver problems, or especially a link cut. Both SONET/SDH and OTN networks

multiplex numerous optical channels into a single optical fiber using wavelength-



multiplexing technology, and therefore, a single fiber link failure in a WDM layer will

result in a significant loss in terms of disconnecting these optical channels. Due to this

reason, the survivability of the optical network is one of the most important issues in

network reliability. In existing optical ring networks, the Self-Healing Ring (SHR)

architecture is most commonly used to deal with optical network failures, because of its

simple protection procedure and relatively fast recovery time (commonly less than 50 ms)

[4]. However, SHR is not efficient in bandwidth allocation and cannot deal with multi

link failures within a ring network.

There are two main considerations in the restoration of optical networks. One is

the fast recovery of network failure and the other is the cost efficient network design

including reserved spare capacity. The main advantages of a mesh network topology are

its capacities of dealing with multi-link failures and efficiently use of network resources.

But it requires a more complex recovery mechanism than SHR architecture. Therefore,

reducing restoration time in optical mesh networks has become one of the most important

areas in networking research.

The purpose of this thesis is to study several restoration techniques in optical

networks, and to figure out the best recovery method in terms of restoration time and

backup capacity. This method needs to assign the spare capacity over the network. In

order to efficiently perform Spare Capacity Assignment (SCA), this thesis proposes two

new sub-optimal methods to find efficient SCA, which are Equally Shared Traffic (EST)

and Proportionally Shared Traffic (PST) algorithms. We refer call these as Reduced

Spare Capacity (RSC) algorithms throughout this thesis. Since the Linear Program (LP)

[13], [20] algorithm is one of the most important approaches for Optimized Spare
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Capacity (OSC) reservation. The comparison of the proposed RSC algorithm with LP

algorithm will be presented in Chapter III. There are two methods to send control packets

(i.e., unidirectional and bidirectional methods) for the failure recovery. The benefits of

RSC algorithms are shown to be obvious when efficiently performing SCA in the

bidirectional case.

The following parts of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces

different protection and restoration techniques for optical network failures and chapter 3

presents new proposed RSC algorithms and compares it with the LP algorithm.

Simulation results are reported in chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.
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CHAPTER II

2. REVIEW OF RESTORATION TECHNOLOGIES

In this chapter, a summary of restoration technologies are presented based on the

references [3], [4], [5], [16]. Fast restoration in optical networks is a critical issue because

of each links extraordinary data transmission capability. In general, non-hierarchical

restoration can be divided into two categories, i.e., dynamic and preplanned. These two

classes of restoration will be discussed in detail in this chapter. Figure 2-1 shows a

classification of techniques used in·the existing optical networks.

{

Line restoration

Dynamic restoration

Path restoration

Restoration or protection
methods

in optical network
{

Line restoration

Preplanned restoration

Path restoration

{

Unidirectional SHR

{

Self healing ring (SHR) .. .

Protection SI-dlrectlonal SHR

1+1 APS

Automatic P~~~ction Switch -f 1:1 APS

( ) 1:N APS

Figure 2-1 ,Restoration or protection methods.

2.1 Differences between Restoration and Protection

The main purpose of restoration and protection is to recover any type of network

failure especially link failures. The differences between restoration and protection are the
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way to find restoration paths and reserve spare capacity for network failures. The

protection scheme uses an Automatic Protection Switching (APS) protocol. Typically,

APS can handle an optical link failure, which occurs due to a single fiber or some single

fibers cut in an optical network, which results in a break of optical channels or result in

weak optical or no signal power arrival in WDM networks. Originally, there are three

kinds of APS method, which are 1+1,1:1, and l:N APS. Usually, these APS schemes are

used in ring architecture but can be also used in mesh networks as well. The difference

between the three schemes is the amount of protection resources. The protection

technique uses simple switching functions to reroute automatically from normal working

mode to the protection mode directly after a link failure is detected. These APS

topologies are explained below.

The other hand, restoration techniques are more complicated techniques, because

restoration techniques need algorithms to find alternative paths and reserve backup

capacity for the restoration routes in case of link failures. This method need more recover

time than protection scheme, but the restoration method is more reliable and is an

efficient to deal with network failures. The restoration methods were originally developed

for mesh network architectures.

2.2 SONET APS Protocol

SONET network failure can be recovered by an APS protocol. For using APS

protocol, physical layer must prepare dedicated protection link (i.e. 1: 1, 1+1, and M:N),

which is an empty channel in normal situation (non-failure state).
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The SONET APS protocol uses in-band signaling for protection switching

through KI and K2 bytes within the SONET line overhead. The KI byte requests a

channel for the switch action; the K2 byte confirms that the channel is bridged onto the

protection line.

The SONET 1: 1 APS protocol uses a three-phase protocol for bi-directional

protection switching operation, which is summarized as follows. When a failure is

detected or a switch command is received at the receiving node, the protection logic

compares the priority of this new condition with the request priority of the working

channel that requests the use of the protection channel. This comparison includes the

priority of any bridge order. If the new request is of higher priority, the KI byte is loaded

with the request and the ill number of the channel requesting the use of the protection

line. The receiving node then sends out the KI byte on the protection line. Figure 2-2

depicts the APS protocol.

When this new KI byte has been verified and evaluated by the priority order at

the transmitting node, the KI byte is sent back to the receiving node with a reverse

request to confirm the channel requesting the use of the protection channel. A bridge is

also ordered at the receiving node for that channel. This action initiates a bi-directional

switch. At the transmitting node, the indicated channel is bridged to protection. When the

channel is. switched, the K2 byte is set to indicate the number of the channel being

protected.

At the receiving node, when the channel number on the received K2 byte matches

the number of the channel requesting the switch, that channel is selected for protection.

This completes the switching to the protection channel for one direction. The receiving
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node also performs the bridges, as ordered by the KI byte and indicates the bridged

channel on the K2 byte. The transmitting node completes the bi-directional switch by

selecting the channel from protection when it receives a matching K2 byte [4], [5].

Figure 2-2 SONET APS protocol [4].

(1 )

Working fiber

K1 K2 (4)

Protection fiber

(2) K1 (6) K2

)

)

2.2.1 Automatic Protection Switching (APS) Architectures

This chapter briefly explains the different kinds of APS architecture in Figures 2

3. The three different types of APS architectures are explained in the following

subsections [4].

2.2.1.11+1 APS Architecture

In nonnal situation, the 1+1 APS architecture, source node transmits the

infonnation signal to destination node through both working and protection link, which

have the same volume of capacity. The receiving node monitors received signal quality

on both working and protection link, and the selector selects signals from protection line

if the received signals from working link are not qualified. It is a simple method in that
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the nodes do not need any switching function. The recovery time need not be considered

in 1+1 APS architecture.

2.2.1.2 1:1 APS Architecture

The 1: 1 APS uses switch function in end terminal instead of using signal selector

such as 1+1 APS. The 1: 1 APS is normally works with working link and deal protection,

but the failure detected of the end node switch to change path from working to protection

link after failure is occurred. This protection must consider switching time as the failure

protection time. 1:1 APS and 1+1 APS require 100 % redundancy protection link

capacity necessary. Under nonnal conditions, the protection link is either ideal or used to

carry low-priority traffic [3].

2.2.1.3 I:N APS Architecture

In the l:N architecture, N working fiber links share one protection link, where

working and protection fiber systems are placed in the same physical route. The reason is

that, only one of the working fiber links can be protected by one protection link. The

limitation of that can be approved by using M:N, which has M protection links and N

working links. Basically, The l:N comes from 1: 1 APS. The l:N APS system includes

protection switching modules, a l:N bus, and a Protection-Switching Controller (PSC)

[4].
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Signal
selector

Working link

Working link 1

APS switch

Protection link

(a)1+1APS

APS switch

Working link

Protection link

(b) 1:1 APS

Figure 2-3 types of APS [3]

2.3 SONET Self-Healing Ring (SHR) Network

Working link 2

Working link 3

••
Worki~ link N

Protection link 1

(c) 1:N APS

A SHR consists of Add Drop Multiplexes (ADMs), and it guards against fiber cuts

without using the more expensive technique of 1: 1 APS and 1+1 APS with diverse

routing. It also reduces the number of nodes required for the same traffic by allowing

fiber capacity to be shared. The self-healing ring can generally be divided into two

categories: bi-directional SHR (B-SHR) and unidirectional SHR (U-SHR). Application

roles between U-SHR and B-SHR are suggested that a U-SHR may be more

economically attractive in areas where demands are homed to one central location, but B-

SHR may be attractive in area where demands are more uniformly distributed. Thus, the

U-SHR may be more appropriate in feeder networks and peripheral networks, and the B-

SHR may be more economically attractive in interoffice networks with a nonhubbing

structure. In a realistic network environment, a SONET network may use different types

of survivable network architecture due to economics and demand distribution [5].
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The type of ring depends upon the path traveled by a duplex communication channel

between each office pairs. The SHR is called a bi-directional SHR (B-SHR) if both

directions of a duplex channel travel over the same path; a unidirectional SHR (U-SHR)

if the direction of a duplex channel travels the opposite paths.

2.3.1 Unidirectional SHR (U-SHR)

In a unidirectional SHR (U-SHR), two fibers are needed between adjacent nodes:

one for working and the other for protection. Each ring node is equipped with one ADM,

which adds/drops local channels and passes through transit channels. Figure 2-4 shows an

example of U-SHR operation under the normal and failure scenarios. The U-SHR can be

implemented according to the concept of 1+1 or 1: 1 protection. The 1+1 U-SHR splits

the signals onto both the working and protection ring at the transmitting node, and the

receiving node selects the best of two identical receiving signal based on protection

switching criteria. In contrast, The 1: 1 U-SHR uses a separate" ring as the protection ring,

which does not carry the service demand in the normal situation, and loops the disrupted

channels onto the protection ring from the working ring when the network occurs failures

[4]. In Figure 2-4, the detail of an example of 1:1 U-SHR explains as follows.

The U-SHR can protect any failure using 1: 1 APS and 1+1 APS. Traffic from

node A to node C is routed through node C (i.e. path A-B-C), and traffic from node C to

node A is traveled through node D (i.e. path C-D-A). Therefore, traffic arrives at node A

and C by different paths. Because the transmission of normal working traffic on the U

SHR is in only one direction. U-SHRs are sometimes called "counter-rotating rings"

because the second communication ring (for protection only) transmits in the opposite
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direction of the working ring [5]. In the failure scenario as refer to Figure 2-4 (b), when

fiber link between node A and D is cut or malfunction, node A detects an alarm signal or

poor Bit Error Rate (BER), then node A and D switch over from nonnal working path to

protection fiber link.

(a) Normal condition

(

Working fiber

Protection fiber

(b) Failure condition

Figure 2-4 U-SHR operation normal and failure scenarios

2.3.2 Bi-directional SHR (B-SHR)

There are two types of bi-directional SHR (B-SHR), which are two fibers B-SHR

(B-SHR/2) and four fibers B-SHR (B-SHR/4). For a B-SHR/4, two fibers are used to

carry normal services and the other two fibers are used for protection. Unlike the B-

SHRJ4, working and protection traffic for B-SHR/2 is routed on the same fiber with a

portion of bandwidth reserved for protection. 1: 1 APS uses complicated on B-SHR/2,

because exactly half of the fiber bandwidth is reserved for the protection [5]. In a B-

SHRl2, as refer to Figure 2-5, working traffic transmits in both directions over a single
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path that uses the two parallel working paths using 1: 1 APS. Note that protection fibers or

capacities in B-SHR are allowed to carry lower-priority traffic that will be dropped

during the network restoration process. In Figure 2-5 (a), Donnal working traffic between

node A and node C is routed the same path with opposite direction. In Figure 2-5 (b),

when failure occurs between node A and node D, which detect failure, and then traffic

from node A to node C changes path A-B-C instead of A-D-C, and the other traffic from

node C to node A converts path from C-D-A to C-D-C-B-A [5] .

(a) Normal condition

••-- 50°,10 usage working fiber

.....~I--- 100% usage working fiber

(b) Failure condition

Figure 2-5 B-SHR/2 operation normal and failure scenarios

2.4 Restoration Methods in Mesh Network

The meaning of restoration is different from protection. The protection

mechanism uses switch function to convert traffic path from the original working line to

12



the protection line, which are in the same fiber cable (i.e. the same route) or in the reverse

path. On the other hand, restoration mechanism recovers a failure to reroute the working

traffic through alternative paths. Normally, protection method is used in a ring network

and restoration method is implemented in mesh architecture.

There are two kinds of restoration mechanism can be implement in mesh

architecture. One of them is dynamic restoration, which implies the discovery of spare

capacity dynamically in the network to restore the affected services; that is, the resources

used for recovery are not reserved at the time of connection establishment, but are chosen

from available resources. This is more efficient than preplanned restoration from the

viewpoint of resource utilization. However, the disadvantage of dynamic restoration is

more restoration time needed and has complexity to control. Sometimes, 100 percent

recovery is not guaranteed because, sufficient spare capacity may not be available at the

time of failure [3].

The other method is preplanned restoration. When the network designer designs

network with using preplanned method, there is the requirement of redundancy spare

capacity assignment in the network for any possible network failure considered. This

method is not efficient compare with dynamic restoration but it has fast recovery

capability for the failure. Because, it has already defined rerouting table before the failure

happened..

In optical network, which uses DWDM technology or not, still fast restoration

time must be required. Due to the large traffic transmitted in optical fiber.

13



2.4.1 Line Restoration vs. Path Restoration

There are two restoration techniques namely, line restoration and path restoration.

Theses techniques can be used either by line layer or by path layer. Line restoration uses

the line layer information to trigger the restoration process and restores all affected paths

in the affected facility regardless of the sources and destinations of these affected paths.

In contrast, path restoration restores affected STS paths on an end-to-end basis [5]. Figure

2-6 (a) depicts Line restoration, which is perhaps simple to implement in the optical

network. A line restoration routes the failed optical path across an alternate link between

sites, providing protection in case of a fiber or equipment failure. Although providers can

dedicate fibers for a protection link, it is usually not cost effective to do so. Therefore,

shared risk fiber can reduce the cost of capacity. Line restoration can reduce restoration

time more than path restoration, but line restoration may require more redundancy spare

capacity. From the point of view optical network, the fast restoration time is the most

important parameter, so line restoration is preferred to use.

Path restoration is more complex to control and more restoration time is needed,

because when the node detects one of the link failures, the node broadcast failure

message to the other node gathering information about restoration paths, which has

enough bandwidth for specific failure link. Each node has its source traffic to find

alternative route for avoiding the failure link as shown Figure 2-6 (b). Path restoration

requires time for the all node of the recognition time, finding alternative path time, and

configuration time, etc. Sometimes, path restoration is considered as the most economical

restoration teclmique when it is working with dynamic method. Because of its complexity

14



and slower restoration time, path restoration is not likely to be considered in the optical

network.

(a) Line restoration (b) Path restoration

(Source,Destination) Original path Line restoration path Path restoration path

(1,6) 1-2-3-6 1-2-5-3-6 1-4-5-6

(4,6) 4-2-3-6 4-2-5-3-6 4-5-6

Figure 2-6 Line restoration vs. Path restoration [5]

2.4.2 Centralized vs. Distributed Control

In the centralized restoration, a node detects a failure and sends failure

information to the central controller, and then the central controller computes the

rerouting path based on network topology and resource data. Centralized control schemes

can be implemented in ATM, SONET/SDH, as well as WDM layer

In the distributed control environment, the alternative route is computed at the local

node. These functions are performed to exchange the restoration message in a distributed

manner.
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There are several disadvantages of the centralized control scheme, which are higher

administration overhead, higher system vulnerability, and slower restoration speed (on

the order of minutes or longer). On the other hand, the distributed control scheme has

faster restoration time, lower system vulnerability, and lower administration costs.

However, it does so at the expense of system unpredictability, a complex control system,

greater standardization efforts, and, possibly, less efficient use of spare capacity [4], [16].
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CHAPTER III

3. ANALYSIS OF RESTORATION ALGORITHMS

The first section of this chapter shows the preplanned line restoration process of

WDM networks in the context of the wavelength non-blocking case. Since WDM is

conceptually similar to frequency division multiplexing (FDM), if there are some specific

wavelength channels used in a part of the switching path, then the original working

wavelength must be converted to a different wavelength to avoid wavelength blocking.

The second section explains the details of the preplanned line restoration processes and

time. The second section discusses about the LP algorithm. The last section presents the

proposed RSC algorithms and compares them with the performance of the LP algorithm

in terms of restoration time and average number of control packets.

3.1 Considerations of Preplanned Line Restoration in WDM network

An optical network consists of three layers namely the control layer, the optical

transport layer, and the WDM layer. Optical multiplexing technology is used to transmit

bundles of optical signals at different wavelengths through the WDM layer. Failure of a

WDM netWork means that the multiplexed group of optical channels is lost at a given

time. Thus, fast restoration time is very important in WDM networks. As explained

before, there are two main kinds of restoration mechanisms, dynamic restoration and

preplanned restoration .WDM networks prefer preplanned restoration methods due to the

fast restoration time. However, due to possible wavelength blocking problems when the

17



original wavelength channels need to switch over to a new restoration path, wavelength

recalculations will be required. Recently wavelength converters are under development

developed to solve the wavelength-blocking problem.

This section explains how preplanned line restoration processes can assist to

recover link failure in WDM mesh networks without blocking problems. The details are

shown in Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1. When OXC-D detects a failure, the original

wavelengths through path OXC-B to QXC-D will be routed through OXC-B ~ OXC-C

~ QXe-D. This eligible alternative path is pre-calculated in aXC-B's restoration

forwarding table (RFT) in case of the link failure. axc-c and B will immediately detect

the link failure. So, QXC-D needs to notify this link failure to the other axes, which are

included within the pre-calculated rerouting path (D-C-B). When OXC-C and QXC-B

receive a Failure Message (FM), they change the forwarding table immediately from the

Working Forwarding Table (WFT) to the Restoration Forwarding Table (RFT). The

details of WFT and RFT show in Table 3-1.

In addition, in figure 1 (b), the OXC-C has been using wavelengths Al and A2 for

the data traffic. In addition, OXC-B and QXC-D may need to convert the original

wavelength Al to A3, and also convert A2 to A4 through the alternate route to avoid

blocking problems in WDM network.

(a) Wavelength channel routing
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A AI Aa. 1

B-~

B

(b) Normal situation

...---~c

t------.... D

(c) Failure situation

E

Figure 3-1 Preplanned line restorations processing in axes

InputWDM ID Input Convert status Output OutputWDM
# Wavelength # Wavelength # ID#

(Status) (Status)
N/A "A Non Al(using) 1
N/A A Non "A2(using) 1

1 Al (using) Non A1(using) 2
1 "A2(using) Non A2(using) 2

(a) WFT at OXC B

InputWDM ID Input Convert status Output Output WDM ill
# Wavelength # Wavelength # #

(Status) (Status)
N/A A Non Al (using) 1
N/A "A Non A2(using) 1

1 "AI (using) Al ~A3 A3(ready to 1
use)

1 "A2(using) A2~A4 A-4(ready to 1
use)

(b) REF at axc B for the link failure situation between axc Band OXC D

InputWDMID Input Convert status Output Output WDM ill
# Wavelength Wavelength # #

(#) (Status)
(Status)

1 A-l(using) Non A1(using) 1
1 A2(using) Non A2(using) 1

N/A A- Non A- N/A
N/A A Non A- N/A
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(c) WFT at OXC e

InputWDM ill Input Convert status Output Output WDM ill
# Wavelength # Wavelength # #

(Status) (Status)
1 Al (using) Non Al (using) 1
1 A2(using) Non A2(using) 1
1 A-3(ready to Non A-3(ready to 1

use) use)
1 A4(ready to Non A4(ready to 1

use) use)
(d) REF at oxe C for the link failure situation between OXC B and axe D

InputWDMID Input Convert status Output Output WDM ill
# Wavelength # Wavelength # #

(Status) (Status)
1 Al (using) Non A1(using) 1
1 A2(using) Non A2(using) 1

N/A A Non A- N/A
N/A A Non A N/A

(e) WFT at axc D

InputWDM ID Input Convert status Output Output WDM ill
# Wavelength # Wavelength # #

(Status) (Status)
1 A Non A 1
1 A Non A- I
1 A3(ready to A-3 -) Al Al (ready to 1

use) use)
1 A4(ready to A4 -) A2 A2(ready to 1

use) use)
(f) REF at oxe D for the link failure situation between axe B and axe D

Table 3-1 WFT and RFT at each OXC.

3.1.1 Preplanned Line Restoration Procedure

The preplanned restoration method does not require additional time to search for

the eligible alternative paths and therefore the restoration time can be reduced.
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Preplanned restoration systems need to set up pre-calculated restoration paths and

resource backup capacity at every node in case of adjacent link failures. These pre

calculated recovery paths are stored in the OXC forwarding table (i.e. RFT). Eligible

recovery paths are measured based on the limited hops count (i.e. h = 2, 3, 4, 5... ) [13],

[20], which gives the hop count limit for restoration part of the alternate routes. If the

limited hop count increases, the preplanned line restoration time will increase, but the

pre-allocated spare channel capacity can be reduced using efficient SCA algorithms.

Preplanned line restoration means that nodes have their own RFT, in which restoration

paths are pre-calculated for the case of adjacent link failures. The preplanned line

restoration procedure is explained step by step below and is shown in Figure 3-2:

1. If bi-directionallink failure occurs between OXC-2 and OXC-5, these two OXCs

can detect the link failure by Loss Of Frames (LOF) at each OXC. LOF is

commonly defined as the state \vhere no signal has been received for 625jJS or

more. In this step-by-step procedure, we show only one direction in which the

loss of the data link (wavelength A) is detected by OXC-5.

2. OXC-5 can be the sender node for the received optical signal after link failure.

OXC-5 processes the FM and prepares itself to reconfigure its working table

based on the pre-calculated table. FM contains the following data.

a. Failure link ill,

b. Sender OXC-ID and chooser OXC-ID

c. Information of request channels for the specific restoration paths.

d. Update information of intermediate node IDs.

e. Line restoration command message
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f. Other data. (Network topology, priority of the channels ... )

3. OXC-5 sends the FM to the adjacent nodes, which are in the pre-calculated

recovery paths.

4. OXC-3 and 4, after they receives the FM from OXC-5, process the FM and

prepare themselves to reconfigure to their working table based on the pre

calculated table.

5. OXC-3 and 4 send FM to the OXC-2, which receives the FM from OXC-3 and 4

at nearly the same time.

6. At this stage, OXC-2 knows the specific link failure and has information about the

optical channels that are not being used. OXC-2 processes confinn message

(CM) and changes the WFT to the RFT. The CM contains the following data.

a. Chooser node ill

b. Acknowledgement of reserved channels

c. Update information of intermediate node ID

d. Other functionalities.

7. OXC-2 sends the CM to OXC-3 and OXC-4.

8. OXC-3 and OXC-4 reconfigure their RFT after getting CM from OXC-2.

9. OXC-3 and OXC-4 send the CM to OXC-2.

10. OXC-2 finally reconfigures to it's preplanned RFT.

11. The failure wavelength channels can go through both QXC-5 ~ 3~ 2 and QXe

5 ---t 4 ~ 2.
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(6)

(4)

(1) (2) processing FM

~
Source

(a) Preplanned link restoration procedure 1st step

Source

(8) processing confirm
message and change
precalculated routing

table.

(8) processing confirm
message and change
precalculated routing

table.

(b) Preplanned link restoration 2nd step

Figure 3-2 Preplanned line restoration procedures

3.1.2 Preplanned Line Restoration Time

The preplanned line restoration time can be calculated using the following

equation (4.1). The equation is derived from the preplanned line restoration procedures.
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The equation consists of three variables namely the failure detection time, the

propagation delay, and optical switching configuration time.

I;ine =F + 2h . P;,j + 2h . M + (h + 1) . C

• ~ine : The preplanned line restoration time.

• P;,j: Propagation delay between node i and j (ms).

D .. (km)
P. = l,j

l,j 0.6x3xl0 5(km/)
/sec

• Di,j : Link distance between node i and j (km).

• M: Message processing time at the OXC.

• C: Time to configure the optical cross-connection routing table.

• p: The number of alternative paths between the end nodes of the failure link.

• h P: The number of hop counts in the plh alternative path.

(4.1)

• h : The maximum number of hops in the backup route between the ends of the

failure link, (i.e.,h =max{h P
}).

3.2 Efficiency Spare Capacity Assignment Algorithms

Spare capacity assignment (SCA) is an important part of a fault tolerant network

design. The optimized spare capacity (OSe) assignment on a mesh network has been·

investigated in [8], [13], [19]. Most of these papers consider OSC solutions for the single

link failure. The main papers [13] and [20] have already presented OSC base solutions

using LP algorithm, which uses Min-Max functions. With respect to the optimized
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solution, LP gives the most efficient SeA. Basically, the LP algorithm sets the minimized

initial value of restoration flow (h,n) and then finds out the optimized spare capacity

(S j ) by reducing the reducible value Sj one unit at a time until the non-reducible value is

found. The above algorithm will be explained in detail in following subsection. When the

OSC solution assigns redundant spare capacity to an optical network, the network can use

preplanned line restoration with unidirectional procedures. Due to traffic fluctuation,

unidirectional procedures require preplanned line restoration with OSC assignments.

There are two ways of performing bidirectional procedures with OSC assignments. One

is to calculate traffic assignment of the restoration paths from the maximum working

traffic of each link. The fixed RFT is set up on the nodes, but this is an inefficient way to

restore link failure, because of the fluctuation of working traffic. The other method is to

update the nodes' RFT frequently by using MP""S as the control plane in the optical

network.

The thesis proposes two simple algorithms. One is the Equally-Shared Traffic

(EST) algorithm and the other is the Proportionally-Shared Traffic (PST) algorithm.

These algorithms are simple to obtain efficient spare capacity for preplanned line

restoration. The reserved spare capacity solutions of these algorithms are not optimal as

the LP algorithm. Therefore, in this thesis these solutions are called Reduced Spare

Capacity (RSC). However, the EST and PST algorithms are simpler than the LP

algorithm. Also, preplanned line restoration can use bidirectional procedures when EST

and PST solution assigns redundant spare capacity to an optical network. Efficient Spare

Capacity Assignment (SeA) algorithms such as LP, EST, and PST algorithm can obtain
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different solutions depending upon the network connection and traffic allocation. These

algorithms are explained in detail in the following subsection.

3.3.1 Linear Program (LP) with Min-Max Function [13], [20]

The LP iterative procedure is aimed at minimizing the total spare capacity. It is

base on finding reduced cut sets for each link failure. The following notation was used to

fonnulate the mathematical model in this section:

h : The limited hop count for the restoration path.

hi,n : The number of hop counts in the nth restoration path for the failure line i

(i =1, 2, 3,· .. ,L) .

hr :The sum of hop counts in all restoration paths for the failure line i .

r : This variable is in inverse proportion to the number of hop count (hi,n ).

L : The number of lines in the network, indexed (i = 1, 2, 3, ... ,L) .

T : The total number of assigned channel capacity in the network.

W : The total number of working channel capacity.

S : The total number of spare channel capacity.

Wi : The working channel capacity in the line i .

S j : The spare channel capacity in the line j .

Sf :The total spare channel capacity on the line j for the failure line i .

~ : Total number of eligible restoration paths for failure link i (n =1, 2, 3, "., p,.) .
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/; n : The restoration flow through the nth restoration path for the failure line i

(n == 1, 2, 3, ... , P; ).

F/ :Total "restoration flow" through link j .

qi: The minimal restoration level (0 ~ qi ~ 1).

a/.n : The value is 1 if the line j is used within nth restoration path for the failure line i .

From the above notation, one can fonnulate the SeA task in the following form.

Min{tCj omaX{F/}}
j=l l:t-;}

(4.2)

P;

I/;,n ~qi·~
n=l

Usually set qi == 1, Vi (4.3)

Pi

F/ == ~ 8/n • /; nLJ, ,
n=l

i, j == 1,2,3·" L, (4.5)

The equation (4.3) requires ensuring the restoration level, which is nonnally set to one.

The flow ~j represents the expected amount of spare capacity through link j . The above

Min-Max model can be represented as a LP formulation in the following way:

Pi

Z j - I8/n.J;,n ~ 0
n=l

(4.6)

(4.7)

It is worth nothing that some plausible initial values can be added to the model

M 2' The next two models, M 3 and M 4 (I) involve finding the OSC solution by reducing

value Sj' which is Sj = {Zj} (the lowest integer which is greater or equal to the value

Z j)' It is rounded up to a complete integer solution for spare channel assignment. In
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Figure 1, the flow chart shows how the M 3 and M 4 (I) models works and the equations

are represented as given below. Model M 3 finds Rj (a maximum restoration flow value)

to associate each link i to one of two sets, S I and s2 •

Rj =Max{t r,n}
n=l

L

i E S I' if Rj - q j • W; ~ L (Sj - Z j )

j=l

(4.8)

The set Sl represents all links for which their restoration level is ensured through the

tightening phase. The set S2 represents links for which reducing certain spare capacity

value S j might decrease their restoration level. The feasibility of M 4 (I) means that the

spare capacity of link 1 can be set to the value Sf -1 and the solution is still feasible.

Model M 4 (I) is considered as follows:

(4.9)

Sf,} =S} ifl'#j

Sf,} = S} -1 if 1= j
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Find Ri, i = 1,2,3, ... , L, Using M3
and Determine the sets S1 and 82

Select Link I and Apply M4(I)

No

M4(I)
Feasible

No All
Links I
Tested

Figure 3-3 Flow chart for LP [20]

3.3.2 The Equally-Share Traffic (EST) Algorithm

The basic idea of the EST algorithm is to distribute the working traffic equally

among the eligible restoration paths. As an example, if the value of working traffic (~ )

between node A and node D is 12 as shown in Figure 3-4, it can be divided by 3 the

number of the eligible restoration path for failure link i (~), to get an integer solution 4.

Each restoration flow (h,n) will be assigned a flow amount of 4. The sum of ft,n in a

specific link j is the pre-assignment spare capacity (Sf) for the link} . By considering

every case of single link failure, sf can be calculated. The value of sf is rounded up if

it is not an integer. Then the maximum value of sf will be the specific link (j ) of spare
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capacity ( S j ) in the network after all cases of the single link failure are tested. However,

if the value of ~ is not a divisible value by P;, Sf must be rounded up for the integer

solution.

4
."....-.---- ..........,

/
/

/
/

4 I
/

I
I

I

,
"",,

4 " ,
" " ............

.....
.......

" ,
...... 4,

\
\
\
\
I

I
/

/
/

/
/

//4
/

/
,/

Figure 3-4 Example of the EST algorithm.

The target of all SeA algorithms is to reduce the total spare capacity (S) in the

optical network for the design of economic Network Elements (NE).

T =min{S + W}

L L

S= LSj' w= L~
j=1 i=1

The EST algorithm is expressed by the following equations:

w.
J;,n = ;" (n = 1,2,3,. "'P;), i = 1,2,3, .. ·,L

I

Pi

Sf = L .t;~n .t5/n, j = 1,2,3,.··,L (i *- j)
n=l
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3.3.3 The Proportionally-Share Traffic (PST) algorithm

The other RSC algorithm is the PST algorithm. This algorithm uses inverse

proportional variables ( r, 1] ) where the working traffic (~ ) is divided into a number that

is inversely proportional to the number of hop count(hi,n) to obtain the value of S/. The

value S/ must be an integer, and so S/ is rounded up if it is not an integer. The

maximum value of S! will be the spare capacity for link j (S j). In other words, some

of the alternative paths have a smaller number of hop counts, which can be assigned more

spare capacity than the other alternative paths that have larger number of hop counts. For

instance, see the Figure 3-5; the working traffic is 16 between node A and D. If the link is

cut between node A and D, the working traffic must reroute through three possible paths,

which are A-B-D, A-B-C-D, and A-E-D. The alternative paths, A-B-D and A-E-D have

hop count of two (i.e., h = 2), which means there is a need to assign more spare capacity

than the other alternative path, A-B-C-D (i.e., h = 3).

4
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/
/

/
/
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---------- ...........
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" , 4,
\

\
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I
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6 "

" "-
"- ......

"/
/

/
/

4 /
I

I
I

I

Figure 3-5 example of PST algorithm
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The PST algorithm is expressed by the following equations:

r-,1] : Inverse proportional variables. There is a flow chart in Figure 3~7 to show how EST

and PST compute the spare capacity required (S j ) of link j .

P;

h
T = Ih;,n

n=l

(4.14)

(4.15)

~(r{ )
/; = /h"n

l,n Jj r-

I-
n=l h;,n

Jj 1
h .,,

;,n L..J h.
n=l l,n

(4.16)

Pi

Sf = Ih,n ·8/n, j =1,2,3,.· ·,L (i * j)
n=1
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EST

Calculate the restoration flow fi,n = Wi/Pi

PST

No All link i
tested

Calculate the restoration flow fi,n

with using inverse proportional value

A II lin k i ;>-N_o ---J

tested

Figure 3-6 Flow chart of EST and PST

3.4 Restoration Time and Control Packets between the OSC and RSC Reservation

Preplanned line restoration means that every node has its pre-calculated

restoration paths for the adjacent links. But when the OSC solution is carried out on the

network, ~odes do not know how much current working traffic can be rerouted through

the restoration paths, because the amount of working traffic changes frequently.

Therefore, preplanned restoration progress exchanges control packets in a unidirectional

method, as shown in Figure 3-8 (b), after the end node detects the failure link. There is a

way to use bidirectional procedure OSC solutions. For example, optical networks can use

a control plane such as MPAS or GMPLS, which can be used to update RFT frequently

such that all nodes contain updated infonnation about the capacity of each restoration
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path when the working traffic changes. However, without MPAS or GMPLS, the OSC

solution does not support individual restoration path of traffic assignment. On the other

hand, the RSe solution, which is obtained by the EST or PST algorithm, makes each

node know automatically the traffic assignment in each restoration path. This is because,

the EST solution enables the failure traffic to be distributed equally through the

restoration paths, and the PST solution enables failure traffic to be shared proportionally

between the restoration paths. With these SeA solutions, FMs can contain the

information about the traffic assignment of each restoration path. Therefore, we can use

bidirectional method with either EST or PST algorithm.

This section describes two different restoration processes and derives the

equations to calculate the restoration time and the average number of control packets. At

the second stage of the preplanned restoration, ose and RSe require different operation

procedures, as shown in Figure 3-8. The procedure of exchanging restoration packets is

shown in Figure 3-7, and the restoration procedure process is explained step-by-step

below.

Bidirectional Procedure (Figure 3-7 (a))

1. Node A and D detect link failure.

2. Node A sends FM to node B, E; Node D sends FM simultaneously to B, C, E.

3. Nodes Band E send a eM back to nodes A and D through each restoration path.

Receiving the information of the same amount capacity requested, nodes Band C

send an FM to each other.
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4. Finally, node B and C send back a CM to D and A through each restoration path.

Afterwards, all eligible restoration routes can begin to work replacing the failure

link A-D.

Unidirectional procedures are shown in Figure 3-7 (b). In this case, Node A and D

simultaneously send out a FM with the same procedure after they detect link failure.

Therefore, we represent only the procedure performed by A.

1. Node A detects link failure.

2. Node A sends a FM to node Band E.

3. Node B sends a FM to C, D; E sends FM to D. The FM contains the updated

node information. At that time, nodes Band E offer the infonnation of spare

link capacity A-B and A-E to nodes C and D.

4. Node C still needs to send FM to node D.

5. Finally, Node D gathers all the information of the spare link capacity, and

then sends back a eM through the restoration routes.

B t-------1 C

~ 1At--------¥-------""tD A t---~----Jt,F_-----~ 0

E

(a) Bidirectional

Figure 3-7. Restoration Procedure.
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Restoration paths
obtained from network

connections

Stage 2

Preplanned restoration is
possible with bidirectional

process

Preplanned restoration is possible
with unidirectional processing

Find out the traffic allocation of each
restoration path for every case of link

failures

Preplanned restoration is
possible with bidirectional

processing

Figure 3-8 Requirement stages for preplanned restoration

Restoration times are usually fast as fewer network elements are involved and fewer

control packets are sent and acknowledged during restoration procedure [20]. The above

procedures can derive the equations given below for restoration time, which considers

several time factors such as failure detection time (F ), propagation delay (P .), message
l,j

processing time (M ), and reconfiguration time ( C ).

The switching speed varies from nanoseconds to seconds depending on the

materials used to make the switch. However, the selection of optical switch does not

depend on the switch speed, even though the switch speed is one of the important

parameter. There are many considerations to select a switch, such as optical dispersion,

loss, reliability, switching/matrix size, temperature dependence, and cost. Some devices
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and their switching time are shown in Table 3-2. In the following research, we consider

reconfiguration time (C) to be 50 Ils based on the reference optical switching time. The

maximum time of LOF is 625 IlS in SONET. Therefore, the assumed failure detection

time in this thesis is 625 Ils. Finally, the propagation delay time (~,j) between nodes

i and j can be obtained from (4.1). Each link has a propagation delay depending on the

distance of the optical link. We assume that P = 3 ms as all link distances are the same.

. . DISTANCE(m)
PropagatIon delay tIme P = %

O.6x3xlo8 (m )
sec

(4.19)

Optical switch Switching speed
Thermo-optic switching Few milliseconds (-2 ms)
Acousto-optic switching Few microseconds (J.!s)
Electro-optic ceramic component switching Few microseconds (IlS)
MEN switching Few microseconds (IlS)
Si02 -on- Si planar Milliseconds or microseconds

LiNb03 Switching nanoseconds (l1S)

Table 3-2 Optical switching time [6]

The variables applied in the following derivations are summarized below.

TUN: Total restoration time for unidirectional restoration procedure.

TBI : Total restoration time for bidirectional restoration procedure.

F : Failure detection time (F = 625JlS ).

P ": Propagation delay time between node i and j (PI")" = 3ms ).
I,) ,

M : Message processing time at a node. (M =10J1S ).

C: Switch configuration time ( C =50J1S ).

Li,h : The total number of eligible restoration links within limited hop count ( h ~ 2) for

the failure link i .
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U h : The average number of control packets using unidirectional restoration procedure in

limited hop count h.

Bh : The average number of control packets using bidirectional restoration procedure in

limited hop count h.

Proposition 1: The restoration time for the unidirectional and bidirectional

topologies can be obtained from the following equations.

TUN =F+2h'~,j+2h·M +(h+l)·C (4.20)

If h = even, TBI = F + h . P;,j + h . M + h . C (4.21)

Ifh=odd, TBl =F+(h+l)·Pz,j+(h+l)·M+(h+l)·C (4.22)

Proposition 2: The average number of control packets for the unidirectional (4-24)

and bidirectional restoration (4-23) can be calculated from following equations.

L
L

4· L:(Li,3 -Li,2)
B B ;=13= 2+------

L
L

4 ·L: (Li ,4 - Li ,3 )

B B i=14= 3+------
L

L

6· L:(Li ,5 -Li ,4)
B

s
=B

4
+ __i=_1 _

. L
L

6· L:(Li,6 -Li,s)
B

6
=B

s
+ __i=_1 _

L

L

2.L:Li ,2

B - i=l
2 -

For h =3,

For h =4,

For h =5,

For h = 6,

For h = 2,
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L
For h = even,

L

h· I (Li•h -Lih-I )

B B __i=_I _
h = h-l + (h ~ 2), (B I =0, L i •1 =0)

For h =odd,

L

(h + 1)· I (L i •h - Li,h-l)
B

h
=B

h
-

l
+ i=_I _

L
(4.23)

L
h~2,

L

4·ILi •h

U - i=1
h - (4-24)

The derivations of this section are based on the assumption that the

acknowledgement messages are not piggy-back transmitted as shown in Figure 3-7. In

other words, the control packet amounts and reconfiguration time procedures will always

require a separate acknowledgement packet rather than being looped back on a reverse

direction control message (ackno\vledgement field). Thus, the final results will provision

a larger number of control packets and restoration time compared to when piggy-back

acknowledgements are used. The gain in number of generated control packets and

restoration time is common to these two restoration procedures and therefore does not

obscure the analysis results.

In addition, to fully consider piggy-back acknowledgement packets the time

issues of all packet arrivals must be considered to accurately estimate which packets

could possibly include a piggy-back acknowledgement. This consideration significantly

complicates the regulation derivations and is beyond the focus of this analysis.
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CHAPTER IV

4. OBSERVATION OF THE RESULTS

4.1 Analysis of Performance

In order to compare the results from the LP, EST, and PST algorithms, a

computer simulation was conducted based on the reference network shown in Figure 4-5

[20]. The results in Figure 4-6 show how the RSC algorithms (i.e., EST and PST)

compare to the OSC solution obtained from the LP algorithm [20]. We can see that the

RSC algorithms do not provide a good enough solution compared to the OSC solution in

regard of spare capacity although the simple procedures enable benefits in computation

time and complexity in dynamic operations.

In summary, there are three advantages of the propos,ed RSC algorithms. First, the

complexity of algorithms should be seriously considered. From the flow charts in Figure

3-3 and 4-6, it is easily found that the LP algorithm is much more complex compared to

EST and PST. Based on the observation of the computer simulation the LP requires much

more computation complexity when the input data such as the number of node and the

number of possible restoration path (P;) are the same as those in the EST and PST

algorithm. This is due to the LP based min-max iterative procedures applied is search of

the minimum spare capacity. Secondly, when deploying the RSC algorithms, the network

automatically knows the restoration flows ( h,n) going through each of possible

restoration paths (P;). But in the case of the LP, the network first has to find the OSC

solution and then the restoration paths can be computed separately. The third advantage
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of the RSC algorithms is that the algorithms can be easily expanded for multiple cut cases

without much modification to the algorithms. Compared to this the LP algorithm will

have to be modified to incorporate the operations for multiple link failures or cuts.

There are four simulation results presented in this thesis. First, the results of the

EST and PST applied over an example network using the actual population of the nodes

(cities in the U.S.A.) are shown in Figure 4-1. Figure 4-2 shows how efficient the EST

and PST algorithms allocate redundant spare capacity under the limited hop count

restriction. The EST and PST algorithm were implemented in C++ are provided in

appendix C. In the second and third experiments, we compare the restoration time and

average numbers of control packets required for OSC and RSC solutions at equivalent

stages (shown in Figure 3-8) and the results are provide in Figure 4-3 and 5-4. The result

in Figure 4-6 compares the amount of spare capacity reserved for the EST, PST and the

LP algorithm for the example network in Figure 4-5, how close RSC solutions can

approximate OSC solution by using EST and PST.

4.2 Actual Traffic Assignment on the Network for Realistic Simulation

This section explains how an estimated practical network is designed using real

population of the cities. The traffic assignment result is obtained using MATLAB in

appendix B. The purpose of the estimated actual network test is to show how much the

EST and PST algorithm reduce the redundant spare capacity depending on the limited

hop count ( h ).
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The actual population of each city is shown in Table 4-1. Original working traffic is

assigned by using the shortest path routing algorithm. For instance, one of the city

populations divides proportionally based on the other city's population. This is assumed

to be the demand traffic from one city to the others. In Figure 4-1, the original network is

assigned as an actual working traffic using the shortest path algorithm. The number on

the link indicates the number of working wavelength channels (i.e., OC-192). We assume

that the average individual user data uses 50 Khps. In this case, one wavelength channel

carries data for 196,000 (i.e.9.8x10hox103) at once. For example, Boston's (e1)

population is 5,667,225 that require 29 OC-192 wavelength channels to be divided

proportionally based on the other city's population.

1. The estimated traffic between two cities C; and Cj can be computed as,

number oif ponulation(C.) x number oif ponulation(C.)= - - r l - - r } (i"#") (4 25)
Total _ population(=I (individual _ city _ population(Cj »' } -

2. We assume that the average individual user data is 50 Kbps.

3. We use OC-192, wavelength channel that is 9.8 Mbps in the every WDM link.

4. The actual traffic is assigned by shortest path algorithm.

In appendi~ A, the population (Table 4-1) of the example network in Figure 4-1 is

provided in a matrix form.
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Name of city Population Symbol Name of city Population Symbol
Boston 5,667,225 CI Kansas City 1,755,899 CIO
Albany 869,474 C2 Dallas 4,909,523 CII
New York 20,196,649 C3 Houston 4,493,741 Cl2
Cleveland 2,910,616 C4 Denver 2,417,908 C13
Washington D.C 7,359,044 C5 Salt lake city 1,275,076 C14
Chicago 8,885,919 C6 Phoenix 3,013,696 CI5
Cincinnati 1,960,995 C7 San Francisco 6,873,645 C16
Atlanta 3,857,097 C8 Los Angels 16,036,587 C17
Miami 3,711,102 C9 Total 96,194,196

Population

Table 4-1 populations of the cities

Original 17 nodes and 34 links connection

The Total channel capacity is 1305

Figure 4-1 An example of a backbone optical network connection.
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1495 (114.6%)
1495 (114.6%)

1216 (93.2%)
1170 (89.7%)

Figure 4-2. The total spare capacity using ETS and PTS algorithm in the actual network.

~ Unidirectional restoration time
---.- Bidirectional restoration titTle

--------------------~-------------------~----------------· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .
--------------------~------------------- ------------------

--------------------r-- ---------------,--------------------

------------ -------------------~------- -----------

Figure 4-3 Restoration time.
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· .---r---------------r--------------. . .· .· .· .· .
---~---------------~------ ._---- -· .· .· .· .
---r--------------

Figure 4-4 the average number of control packets.

53 74

78

11 34

Figure 4-5 Test network Ref. [20].
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Hop limit
LP Ref. [20]

EST
PST

2
864

899 (104%)
899 (104%)

3
678

739 (108.9%)
715 (105.5%)

4
645

689 (106.8%)
685 (106.2%)

5
625

693 (110.9%)
676 (108.2%)

Figure 4-6 Total spare capacity between LP, EST, and PST algorithm.
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CHAPTER V

5. CONCLUSIONS

To support high-speed data communication and real-time multimedia

applications, a fast restoration process is essential in optical networks. This thesis has

studied various failure recovery techniques for achieving high optical network reliability

and proposes new simple algorithms (i.e., EST and PST) to achieve fast restoration time

by using bi-directional procedures. Overall, these two algorithms allocate spare capacity

over a network by distributing original working traffic among the eligible restoration

routes either equally or proportionally. Due to this mechanism, EST and PST can deal

easily with fluctuation in the working traffic. In other words, the two end nodes of the

failure link are responsible for assigning the original working traffic among the

restoration paths in a bi-directional way. However, the OSC solution cannot deal with

such a case without frequently updating the RFT. Our theoretical analysis and simulation

results have shown that although the proposed EST and PST algorithms in this thesis are

sub-optimal in restoration capacity reservation, they can provide quick restoration due to

the specific mechanisms, and they can be effectively and efficiently implemented due to

the simplicity of the applied algorithms, thus making them more effective for restoration

operation.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A - The Traffic Demand computation in Matrix Form

In appendix A, the traffic demands between cities are calculated based on equation (4-25) as show following.

number _ of _ population(Ci ) x number _ of _ population(C j) . .
Traffic demand = , (z :1= J)

Total _ population(=L (individual _ city _ population(Ci ))

(4-25)

~ C1 C2 C2 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 sum row

C1 333881 51225 1189874 171477 433554 523509 115531 227239 218637 103448 289242 264746 142450 75120 177550 404957 944786 5,667,225

C2 51225 7859 182552 26308 66516 80317 17725 34863 33544 15871 44376 40618 21855 11525 27240 62129 144950 869,474

C3 1189874 182552 4240429 611104 1545083 1865661 411725 809825 779172 368663 1030789 943493 507657 267711 632747 1443170 3366994 20,196,649

C4 171477 26308 611104 88069 222668 268868 59335 116707 112289 53129 148551 135970 73160 38581 91188 207981 485230 2,910,61ti

C5 433554 66516 1545083 222668 562981 679790 150020 295075 283907 134330 375588 343780 184975 97546 230554 525847 1226830 7,359,044

C6 523509 80317 1865661 268868 679790 820835 181147 356299 342812 162201 453516 415108 223354 117785 278390 634952 1481376 8,885,919

C7 115531 17725 411725 59335 150020 181147 39976 78630 75654 35795 100085 91608 49291 25993 61437 140125 326919 1,960 99~

C8 227239 34863 809825 116707 295075 356299 78630 154658 148804 70406 196857 180185 96951 51127 120840 275612 643019 3,857,097

C9 218637 33544 779172 112289 283907 342812 75654 148804 143172 67741 189406 173365 93281 49192 116266 265180 618680 3,711,102

C10 103448 15871 368663 53129 134330 162201 35795 70406 67741 32052 89617 82027 44136 23275 55011 125469 292727 1,755,899
"

C11 289242 44376 1030789 148551 375588 453516 100085 196857 189406 89617 250570 229350 123404 65077 153812 350814 818469 4,909,523

~'1 C12 264746 40618 943493 135970 343780 415108 91608 180185 173365 82027 229350 209926 112953 59566 140786 321104 749154 4,493,741
~ l

:'~ C13 142450 21855 507657 73160 184975 223354 49291 96951 93281 44136 123404 112953 60776 32050 75751 172774 403091 2,417,908
.(;

C14 75120 11525 267711 38581 97546 117785 25993 51127 49192 23275 65077 59566 32050 16901 39947 91112 212569 1,275,076

C15 177550 27240 632747 91188 230554 278390 61437 120840 116266 55011 153812 140786 75751 39947 94417 215346 502415 3,013,696

C16 404957 62129 1443170 207981 525847 634952 140125 275612 265180 125469 350814 321104 172774 91112 215346 491163 1145909 6,873,645

p,'r C17 944786 144950 3366994 485230 1226830 1481376 326919 643019 618680 292727 818469 749154 403091 212569 502415 1145909 2673468 16,036,587

iolumn sum 5,667,225 869,474 20,196,649 2,910,616 7,359,044 8,885,919 1,960,995 3,857,097 3,711,102 1,755,899 4,909,523 4,493,741 2,417,908 1,275,076 3,013,696 6,873,645 16,036,587 96,194,19ti
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Appendix B - MATLAB Program

In Figure 4-1, the numbers on the connection represent the amount of data traffic,

which is obtained by using the program code as below.

function [netpath, index] = nellree2 (indexO, from, to, n, connection, traffic, netpath)
%
% Function file: netlree.m
%
% Purpose
% To fInd out the cell matric of netpath by using Open Shortest Path Fist (OSPF),
% and then use this result to gel the toatltraffic of the network map.
%
% Derme variables:
% n = the number of nodes
% index = index variable.
% indexO = index variable for command isempty.
% netpath = the cell matrie to show from source to destination path in the each cell.
% traffic = the mat ric for traffic whit consider connect ion.
% connection = the matric to show the connection in the map.
%
% Record ofrevisiond:
% Date Programmer Description of change
%=====
% 04/25/01 Lee, Byoung-yong Connection path traffic

for k = I:n
if isempty(indexO), index=from;
else, index=indexO;
end

if -any(k=index)
lastindex=index(cnd);
if connection ( lastindex, k) =1

index = [index, k);
ifk=to,

ifisempty(netpath{from. to}), netpath{from, to}=index;
else

iflength(netpath {from, to}) > length(index),
netpath{from, to} = index;

eiseif length(netpath {from, to} )=Iength (index),
trafficpath 1 = 0;
trafficpath2 = 0;
for kk=1: length(index)-I,
trafficpathl = trafficpathl + traffic(netpath{from, to}(U), netpath{from, to}(kk+I»;
trafficpath2 = trafficpath2 + traffic{index(kk),index(kk+l»;

end
iflrafficpath 1 > trafficpath2,

netpath{from. to} = index;
end

end
end

else
[netpath. index]=nettree2( index. from, to, n, connection. traffic, nclpath);

cnd
end

end
end

% Script file: pathfmd.m
%
% purpose:
% To figure oulthe netpath with using the function file, which is using
% tree algorithm to find out shortest path.
%
% Defme variables:
% netpath = the cell mal.ric to show from source to destination path in the each cell.
% trafflcO = the matric for traffic.
% connection = the malric to show the connection in the map.

% input data oflhe number of nodes.
n = input('Number of nodes =');

connection = [0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
I 0 1 I 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
I I 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o 1 I 0 I I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
00 1 1 000 I 0 00000000; %original mesh connection
o0 0 I 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0001010100100000~

o0 0 0 I I I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0;
o0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0;
0000000000101000~

o0 0 0 0 0 I 1 I 1 0 1 I 0 I 0 0;
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o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0;
o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 1 1 0 0;
00000000000010111;
0000000000 11 I 100 I;
0000000000000 I 00 I;
o0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 1 I 1 0];

% trafficO matric is calculated by
% this equation
% trafficO = (Soure papulation (from) * destination population (to)}J Tolal population ofcitys.
trafficQ;[333881 51225 1189874 171477 433554523509 115531 227239218637 103448289242264746 14245075120 177550404957944786;

512257859182552263086651680317177253486333544 15871443764061821855 115252724062129 144950;
1189874 1825524240429611104 1545083 1865661 411725809825 779172 368663 1030789943493 507657267711 632747 14431703366994;
171477 26308611104 88069222668 26886859335 116707 11228953129148551 135970731603858191188207981485230'
433554665161545083222668562981 679790150020295075283907 134330375588343780 18497597546230554525847 1226830;
52350980317 1865661 268868679790820835 181147 356299 342812 162201 453516415108223354 .117785278390634952 1481376;
115531 1772541172559335 150020 18114739976786307565435795100085916084929125993 61437 140125326919;
22723934863809825 11670729507535629978630 154658 148804 70406 196857 18018596951 51127 120840275612643019;
21863733544779172 11228928390734281275654 148804 143172 67741 189406 17336593281 49192 116266265180618680;
103448 15871 368663 53129 134330162201 3579570406 67741 320528961782027441362327555011 125469292727; %origina1 traffic matrix
289242443761030789148551375588453516100085 196857 189406 89617 250570229350123404 65077 153812350814818469;
264746 40618 943493 13597034378041510891608 180185 17336582027229350209926 11295359566 140786321104 749154;
1424502185550765773160 18497522335449291969519328144136 123404 112953607763205075751 172774403091;
75120115252677113858197546 117785259935112749192 2327565077 59566 32050169013994791112212569;
177550272406327479118823055427839061437 120840 11626655011 153812 14078675751 3994794417215346502415;
404957621291443170207981525847634952 140125275612265180125469350814321104 17277491112215346491163 1145909;
94478614495033669944852301226830 1481376326919643019618680292727818469749154403091 212569502415 11459092673468];

% traffic is the matric of traffic, which is considered connection matric.
trafficl = (trafficO·SOooo)/(9.8·101'I.9); % individual people use 50 Kbps
%trafficl = ones(17);
traffic = connection.*trafficl;
netpalh = cel1(n,n);
for from'=" l:n % 'from' is t.he source 1 through n.

from=from
for to = I:n % 'to' is the destinalion I throught n.

if from-=to % if'from' is not same 'to' start to calculate the path.
indexO=O;
[netpalh, index] = neHree (indexO, from, 10, n, connection, traffic, nctpalh);

end
end

end

% net traffic calculalion
tmp=zeros(n,n,n);
for u=l:n

for il=l:n,
tmpl=netpath{u,il} ;
for i2= 1:lenglh(tmp 1}- J,

tmp(tmpl(i2),tmpl(i2+I},i3}=tmp(lmpl(i2),tmpl(i2+I},i3)+trafficl(i3,tmp I (end});
end %----

end
end

totaJO=zeros(n);
for il:l:n

for i2=I:n
10talO(il ,i2)=sum(lmp(i 1,i2,:»;

end
end
% The totallraffic in the map with using OSPF
total = totalO + totaJO';
T3 = ceil(totaJ); % total traffic devidesd by oc-192 (= 9.8 Mbps)
A3 '=" sum(sum(T3)')/2
% The graph of total traffic
bar3(T3,0.3);
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Appendix C - C++ Program

This program can obtain the result of RSC assignment (i.e., EST and PST) on the

example of network, Figure 4-1. This program code can obtain the result Figure 4-6

changing the connection and traffic matrix for the test network, Figure 4-5.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iostream.h>

int connect[ I7][ 17] = {
{ 0, I, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, °},
{ 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0,°},
{ 1, 1,0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, °},
{ 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, °},
{ 0, 0, I, 1, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, °},
{ 0, 0,0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1,0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, °},
{ 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, I, 0, I, 0, I, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, °},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, I, I, 1, 0, 1,0, I, I, 0, 0,0, 0, °},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,0, 0, I, I, 0, 0, 0, 0, °},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 1, 0,0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, °},
{O, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, I, 1,1, 1,0,1,1,0,1,0,°},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, I, 0, 1,0, 0, 0, I, 0,°},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, I, 0, °},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, I, 1, I },
{ 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 1, 1, 1, I, 0, 0, 1 },
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O~ 0, 0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 1,0, 0, 1 },
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, °}};
int traffic[17][17] = {

{ 0, 32, 23, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{32, 0, 2, 38, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, O,},
{23, 2, 0, 112,49, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0,38, 112, 0, 12,41, 127, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 49, 12, 0, 0, 0,66, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 41, 0, 0, 2,10, 0,42, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 127, 0, 2, 0, 7, 0, 0, 123, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 66,10, 7, 0,11, 0,21, 50, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,11, 0, 0, 15,12, 0, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,42, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12, 0,34, 0, 0, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,123,21,15,12, 0, 4,58, 0,74, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,50, 12, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0,45, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 34, 58, 0, 0, 78, 6, 0, o,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,78, 0, 7,54, 25,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 74,45, 6, 7, 0, 0, 101,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 54, 0, 0, I2,},
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,25,101, 12, 0, O,}};

int HopCount;
int** path;
float* * spare;
float** propSpare;
int** used;
int NoPaths = 50;
int MaxPaths = 50;

iot NodeCount = 17;

int main(void)
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int temp = 0;
int fmdpath(int , int );
int* FinalHopCount;
int status = 0;
int same = 0;

used = new int*[NoPaths];
for (int c=O; c<NoPaths; c++)
{
used[c] = new int[NoPaths];
}

path = new int*[NoPaths];
for (c=O; C<l oPaths; c++)
{
path[c] = new int[NoPaths];
}

spare = new float*[NodeCount];
for (c=O; c<NodeCount; c++)
{
spare[c] = new float[NodeCount];
}

for (int a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<=NodeCount;z++)
{
spare[a][z] = 0;
}
}

propSpare = new float*[NodeCount];
for (c=O; c<NodeCount; c++)
{
propSpare[c] = new float[NodeCount];
}

for (a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<=NodeCount;z++)
{
propSpare[a][z] = 0;
}
}

for (Hopeount = 2; HopCount<6;HopCount++)
{
cout « t1\n\n\t\t\t\t\tHOP COUNT = II « Hopeount « endI « endl;

for (int a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<NodeCount;z++)
{
spare[a][z] = 0;
}
}

for (a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<=NodeCount,z++)
{
propSpare[a][z] = 0;
}
}
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for (int i=O;i<NodeCount;i++)
{
for (int k=i;k<NodeCount;k++)
{
if( (i != k) && (connect[i][k] = 1»
{

for (a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<=NodeCount;z++)
{
used[a][z] = 0;
}
}

if «i=O) && (k=2»
cout« "vizay";

temp = connect[i][k];
connect[i][k] = 0;
status = findpath(i,k);
connect[i][k] = temp;

FinalHopCount = new int[status];
int FHCount = 0;

if (status = 0)
{
cout « "Failed to find a path between" « i+1 « " and" « k+ 1 « endl;
}
else
{
cout« "\nRestoration routes for link" « i+1« "-" « k+ 1 « ": " « " " «endl;

int FHop;
for (int a=O;a<status;a++)
{
FHop = 0;
for (int z=O;z<=HopCount;z++)
{
if(path[a][z] > -1 )
{
cout« path[a][z]+l « " ";
FHop++;
if (z < HopCount)
{
int tempI = path[a][z);
int temp2 = path[a][z+l];
float tempspare = (float) traffic[i][k] / status;
if (temp2 >= 0)
{
if (used[templ][temp2] = 1)
{
spare[temp I][temp2] += tempspare;
spare[temp2](temp1] += tempspare;
}
else
{
if (tempspare > sparertemp 1][temp2])
{
spare[templ][temp2] = tempspare;
sp>are[temp2][temp1] = tempspare;
used[temp 1][temp2] = 1;
used[ternp2][temp 1] = 1;
}
}
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}
}
}
}
FinalHopCount[FHCount] = FHop - 1;
FHCount++;
cout« end);
cout « flush;
}
inthT = 0;
double t = I;
float dena = 0.0;
for (int g=O;g<FHCount;g++)
{
hT += FinalHopCount[g];
t *= FinalHopCount[g];
dena += (float) 1.0/(FinaIHopCount[g]);
}

double delta = t * dena;

for (a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<=NodeCount;z++)
{
used[a][z] = 0;
}
}

for (a=O;a<status;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<=HopCount;z++)
{
if (path[a][z] >= 0 )
{
if «z < HopCount) && (traffic[i][k] > 0»
{
int temp 1 = path[a][z];
int temp2 = path[a][z+l];
float tempProp = (float) «traffic[i][k]/delta) * (t/FinalHopCount[a]);
if (temp2 >= 0)
{
if (used[templ][temp2] = 1)
{
propSpare[templ][temp2] += tempProp;
propSpare[temp2][temp 1] += tempProp;
}

else
{
if (tempProp > propSpare[templ][temp2])
{
propSpare[templ][temp2] = tempProp;
propSpare[temp2][temp I] = tempProp;
used[templ][temp2] = I;
used[temp2][temp 1] = I;
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

coul « "\n\n\tEQUAL SHARED - SPARE CAPAClTY ASSIGNEMENT FOR HOP COUNT" « HopCoun « endh
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int totalSpare = 0;
for (a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<NodeCount;z++)
{
cout« (int)spare(a](z] « "\t";
totalSpare += sparera] [z];
}
cout « endl;
}
cout« "Total Spare Capacity for Hop Count" « HopCount « " using equal shared spared capacity assignment = " « totalSparel2;
cout « endl;
cout « flush;

cout« "\n\n\tPROPORTIONAL SHARED - SPARE CAPACITY ASSIGNEMENT FOR HOP COUNT" « HopCount« endl;
totalSpare = 0;
for (a=O;a<NodeCount;a++)
{
for (int z=O;z<NodeCount;z++)
{
cout« ceil(propSpare[a][z])« "\t";
totalSpare += propSpare[a](z];
}
cout« endl;
}
cout « "Total Spare Capacity for Hop Count" « HopCount « If using proportional shared spared capacity assignment = " «
totalSpare/2 ;
cout « endl;
cout « flush;
}

FinalHopCount = NULL;
delete[] FinalHopCount;

for (c=O; c<NoPaths; c++)
{
path[c] = NULL;
delete[] path[c];
}
delete[] path;

for (c=O; c<NodeCount; c++)
{
sparerc] = NULL;
delete[] sparerc];
}
delete[] spare;

for (c=O; c<NodeCount; c++)
{
propSpare[c] = NULL;
delete[] propSpare[c];
}
delete[] propSpare;

for (c=O; c<NodeCount; c++)
{
used[c] = NULL;
delete[] used[c];
}
delete[] used;

cout « endl;
cout« flush;
return 0;
}

int fmdpath(int p, int q)
{
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int pathCount = 0;
int pNodes(20], qNodes(20];
int p2Nodes[20],q2Nodes[20];
int pinterNode(20),qinterNode(20];
int tempPNode=O,tempQNode=O;
int p2NodeCount=O, q2NodeCount=O;
int pNodeCount=O, qNodeCount=O,plnter=O,qInter=O;
int Change = 0;
/*
int* pNodes;
int* qNodes;
int* p2Nodes;
int* q2Nodes;
int* pinterNode;
int* qinterNode;

p .odes = new int[10];
qNodes = new int[ 10];
p2Nodes = new int[10];
q2Nodes = new int[ 10];
pinterNode = new int[lO];
qinterNode = new int[ 10];

for (int b=O;b<lO;b++)
{
pNodes[b] = 0;
qNodes[b] = 0;
p2Nodes[b] = 0;
q2Nodes[b] = 0;
pinterNode[b] = 0;
qinterNode[b] = 0;
}
*/
for (int x=O;x<NoPaths;x++)
{
for (int y=O;y<NoPaths;y++)
{
path[x][y] = -1;
}
}

for (x=O;x<16;x++)
{
pNodes[x]= 0;
qNodes[x] = 0;
p2Nodes[x]= 0;
q2Nodes[x] = 0;
pinterNode[x]= 0;
qinterNode[x] =.0;
}

for (x=O;x<NodeCount;x++)
{
if(x!=p)
{
if((connect[p][x] = 1)
{
pNodes[p odeCount] = x;
pNodeCount++;
}

if «connect[x][q] = 1»
{
qNodes[qNodeCount] = x;
qNodeCount++;
}
}
}
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for (x=O;x<pNodeCount;x++)
{
pinter = pNodes[x];
for (int z=O;z<qNodeCount;z++)
{
qInter = qNodes(z];
if (pinter == qInter)
{
if «connect(p][pInter] = 1) && (connect[pInter][q] = 1»
{
path[pathCount][0] = p;
path[pathCount][ 1] = pInter;
path[pathCount][2] = q;
pathCount++;
}
}
else
{
if«connect[pInter][qInter] = 1) && (HopCount > 2»
{
if «connect[p][pInter] = I) && (connect[pInter)[qInter] = I) && (connect[qInter][q])
{
path[pathCount][O] = p;
path[pathCount][I] = pInter;
path[pathCount][2] = qInter;
path[pathCount][3] = q;
pathCount++;
}
}
}
}
}

int max;
if (pNodeCount > q odeCount)
max = pNodeCount;
else
max = qNodeCount;

for (x=O;x<max;x++)
{
tempPNode = pNodes[x];
tempQNode = qNodes[x];

for (int y=O;y<NodeCount;y++)
{
if (tempPNode >= 0)
{
if «connect[tempPNode][y] = 1) && (tempPNode != y»
{
p2Nodes[p2NodeCount] = y;
pinterNode[p2NodeCount] = tempPNode;
p2NodeCount++;
}
}

if (tempQNode >= 0)
{
if «connect[tempQNode][y] = 1) && (tempQNode != y»
{
q2Nodes[q2NodeCount] = y;
qinter ode[q2NodeCount] = tempQNode;
q2NodeCount++;
}
}
}
}
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if «HopCount > 3) && (HopCount < 6»
{
for (x=O;x<p2NodeCount;x++)
{
pInter = p2Nodes[x];
for (int z=O;z<q2NodeCount;z++)
{
qInter = q2Nodes[z];
if «p != pInter) && (p != qInter) && (qInter != q) && (pInter != q) && (pinterNode[x] != qInter) && (pinterNode[x] 1=
qinterNode[z)) && (pinter != qinterNode[z]) && (pinter && qinterNode[z])
{
if (pathCount < MaxPaths)
{
if (pinter = qInter)
{
int tempI = pinterNode[x];
int temp2 = qinterNode[z];

if«connect[p][templ] = 1) && (connect[templ][pInter] == 1) && (connect[plnter][temp2] = I) && (connect[temp2][q] = 1»
{
path[pathCount][O] = p;
path[pathCount][l] = pinterNode[x];
path[pathCount][2] = pInter;
path[pathCount][3] = qinterNode[z];
path[pathCount][4) = q;
pathCount++;
}
}
else
{
if «connect[pInter][qInter] == I) && (HopCount > 4»
{
int tempI = pinterNode[x];
int temp2 = qinterNode[z];

if «connect[p][templ] = I) && (connect[templ][pInter] == I) && (connect[pInter][qInter] = I) && (connect[qInter](temp2] = 1)
&& (connect[temp2][q] = 1»
{
path[pathCount][O] = p;
path[pathCount][I] = pinterNode[x];
path[pathCount][2] = pInter;
path[pathCount][3] = qInter,
path[pathCount][4] =qinterNode[z];
path[pathCount][5] = q;
pathCount++;
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
return pathCount;
}
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